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Abstract 

 

Digital watermarking provides authentication, validation and copyright protection for multimedia contents over the internet. Text 

is the most widely used means of communication in addition to images, audio and video clips. So it may be required to be 

protected. Text watermarking techniques that have been developed in past protects the text from illegal copying, imitation, and 

prevents copyright violations. In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm that ensures the integrity and confidentiality of the 

document. In this technique watermark is created based on the contents of the document and embeds it without changing the 

contents of the document and also encrypts the text to provide confidentiality. To authenticate and prove the integrity of the 

document the watermark can be easily extracted and verified for tampering. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In present scenario a good amount of information is being stored and distributed in digital form. Growth in internet services and 

availability of different materials like videos, images, e-books, e-journals and other contents increases the need of copyright 

protection of all digital data. Data stored in digital form is always being in risk in a number of ways like; digital data can be 

copied and republished by some other name. Due to advancement in computer technology, digital data can be easily edited and 

manipulated. 

One way to protect digital information is encryption, but once the data has been decrypted it is easy to copy and use the same 

data. Digital watermarking can be a partial solution to this problem of copyrighting of data. Watermarking is a process of 

embedding information in any digital media like image, audio or video so that the information can be easily exchanged over the 

internet (1). Digital watermarking techniques provide different methods to control the copyright and to provide integrity to 

various forms of digital data(4). If in any case an opponent or copier modified the data or duplicates it, then the owner or 

authorized user can claim to the originality of the document by applying any required watermarking process. 

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Most of the researches for text document integrity emphasis on the techniques to hide data which is difficult to perceive. These 

techniques are mainly classified into two categories. First one focuses on the blank spaces between two consecutive words, 

characters and lines. Second one focuses on embedding an image into text document and then by generating watermarking key or 

sometimes both image and document can be converted into encrypted form to provide confidentiality also(5). Drawback of first 

technique is, if we have the watermarked text file then we can easily identify that where the space is being modified between the 

words by rewriting the ext. In the second method, if the information (image) is not being embedded at the edges of textual 

characters then it could be easily detected. Even if we are encrypting text and image to provide confidentiality, but if we are able 

to get image then we can easily get information about the text. 

In our paper we have proposed a new method for text document integrity and confidentiality protection. In this method 

watermark is created based on the most frequent contents of the document and embeds it without changing the contents of 

document and also encrypt the watermarked text to provide confidentiality. To authenticate and prove integrity of document the 

watermark can be easily extracted and verified for checking tampering attack. 

In the proposed method first we take the text document as input and select three most frequent words as keywords. Length of 

these 3 keywords specifies the shifting amount and average of keywords length specifies the shifting amount for final shuffling. 

Scanning of the document is started word by word with comparing each word with keywords. How to shuffle the words is 
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decided on the matching keywords and according to the length of keywords substitution technique is applied. Finally we get 

encrypted form of text and then we convert the encrypted text document into corresponding image. 

 Algorithm: A.

 Select three most frequent words as keywords (K1, K2, K3). 1)

 Calculate length of each keyword (L1, L2, L3) 2)

 Calculate average length of keywords (L= (L1+L2+L3)/3 3)

 Read each word (W) from document. 4)

 If W equals K1  5)

Shuffle each character by L1 

 If W equals K2 6)

Shuffle each character by L2 

 If W equals K3 7)

Shuffle each character by L3 

 Scan the encrypted document again and shuffle each character by L 8)

 Output is encrypted text document. 9)

 Substitution technique: B.

 Substitution has been done on the basis of keyword length. 1)

 In the substitution technique we are taking first keyword as a start point and second keyword as an ending point. 2)

 In between these keywords we are adding each character with the length of keyword and then changing into character 3)

value. 

 When in between words are completed then we apply the same process of selecting start and end points. 4)

 Length of the selected keywords specifies the shifting amount for shuffling method1, method2 and method3 respectively. 5)

 Average length specifies the shifting amount for shuffling method4. 6)

 The whole process will continue up to the end of file. 7)

 Then after we get the encrypted file of text by substitution 8)

 
Figure 1 

 Advantages of proposed method C.

 Encryption provides confidentiality 

 Either if one has the image file he is not able to retrieve the text. 

 We can send this image over the network without further encryption. 

 If there is a minor modification in the text file whereas transmitting over the network we can easily identify it. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 Implementation at sender side A.

At sender side input.txt is taken as input file whose contents needs to be transmitted to the distant receiver and  results in the 

three output files as „keyword.txt‟, „sender_out.txt‟ and „sender_out.jpg‟ which are the keywords which are used to encrypt the 

file, the encrypted output file and the image of the encrypted output file respectively. The image output file „sender_out.jpg‟ is 

used to compare against the modification of the text at the receiver side. 
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Figure 2 

 Implementation at receiver side B.

At receiver side input.txt and keyword.txt is taken as input file which is received at the receiver and the keywords used by the 

sender to encrypt the text file respectively and results in the two output files as receiver_out.txt and receiver_out.jpg which are 

the encrypted output file and the image of the encrypted output file respectively. The image output file receiver_out.jpg is used to 

compare against the modification of the text at the receiver side with sender_out.jpg. 

 
Figure 3 

 Comparison for integrity test C.

For comparison two input files sender_out.jpg and receiver_out.jpg are taken and executed at the receiver side. This script 

compares both the images and the comparison represents whether the two images are same or not. If both images are same then 

there is no modification in the text on the go, if comparison shows that the images are different then we can say that the text is 

being modified during the transmission from sender to receiver and some action needs to be taken to ensure the integrity of the 

text. 

 
Figure 4 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

Mat lab simulations are performed on the text file. Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) Shows the text file and their equivalent image file. 

Now according to our work we applied some substitution algorithm and there after we get a encrypted form of that particular text 

file by Figure 6(a). Then again we convert the encrypted text file into image form and showing with Figure 6(b). This encrypted 

form of image would be used to send through network and if this image is altered or change by any intruder then we can easily 

check by our work. So this proposed work provides the feature of integrity in the text documents through image. Our algorithm 

depends upon the keywords which we have chosen from the text file. All the integrity would be given by these keywords only. 

The larger the frequency of keywords means the higher integrity algorithm provide. 
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Figure 5(a) 

 
Figure 5(b) 

 
Figure 6(a) 
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Figure 6(b) 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this paper a new method is proposed for text document integrity and confidentiality protection. In this method watermark is 

created based on the most frequent contents of the document and also encrypts the watermarked text to provide confidentiality. 

After that the comparison of sender side image and receiver side image is carried out. If there are any minor modifications in the 

text then it can be identified easily by comparing the images and some action can be taken to ensure the integrity of text. As 

advancement of our algorithm in future we can use AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) Algorithm for encryption of text 

document, which can provide a lot more benefits like-high security, and high efficiency. 
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